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In the spirit of National Coming Out Week, the Pulse lists
the many famous names who are openly gay from Ellen
DeGeneres to Neil Patrick Harris. See PAGE 8.
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Campus police deliver suspension notices on campus, in jail
ByChrirtliMTaflMrt
Reporter
Each year, about 12 students are given an interim letter of suspension
and are removed from campus. Only half of these students return to the
University to further their education.
"Interim letters of suspension are very important to get to students because
they are delivered only a few days before their hearing," Lieutenant David
Weekly said. "If the student is at the jail because of his or her crime, we'll take
them out to the jail to make sure they get them."
See LETTERS I

12

New interim director has
high hopes for new Greeks
By Emily Tuckar
Keporter

On Oct. 1, Chris Bulllns was appointed the Interim Director of Fraternity
and Sorority Life.
Bulllns said the main focus of
his job Is to "provide leadership for
the fraternity and sorority community at BG." He also supervises the
staff in the department and advises the governing Greek councils
such as Panhellenic Council, the
Independent Greek Council and
Interfraternity Council.
"I am really excited about the
position because I really enjoy the
interaction with students," Bullins
said. "The leaders of the chapters
and councils are energetic individ-

"I am excited about the position because I really
enjoy the interaction with students. My role is
to provide advice, guidance and information to
members in the greek community."
Chris Bullins I Interim Director

uals, which makes it a really great
experience."
Bullins said he interacted with
alumni and council members during Homecoming weekend to find
out what their priorities are for the
year. He wants to help the newest
members of Greek organizations
get acclimated into the community
and understand what it means to
be Greek at the University.

"My role Is to provide advice, guidance and information to members
in the Greek community," he said.
Before coming to the University,
Bullins worked in Greek affairs
at the University of Florida and
University of Arizona. He was also
a member of the Kappa Alpha
See GREEK | Page 2
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Monica

New Chief of Police
named for the University

Director. Public
Safety/Chief of
Police

Molls

Monica Molls has accepted
the position of Director, Public
Safety/Chief of Police, effective
Nov. 30.
Molls will come from Kent
State University where she served
as Lieutenant in the Kent State
University Police Department.
In her 14 years of experience she
has served as shift commander,
member of the Crisis Intervention
Team, liaison to Women's
Liberation Collective, PRIDE Kent,
Black United students and others. She has also served as a crisis
negotiator for the regional, multijurisdictional Metro SWAT, taught
undergraduate courses in policing and served as an instructor to
basic police officer academies.
Molls completed training at

the FBI National Academy
and is in the process of completing her Ph.D. in PublicPolicy and Political Science at
Kent State University.
"During my recent visits to
campus I found BGSU to be a
very welcoming place," Moll said
in the University announcement
of her position. "I'm looking
forward to serving the campus
community and working with
students, faculty and staff to
ensure the campus remains a
safe and peaceful educational
environment."

Fire inspections i n effect this month
in residence ha s across campus
Safety officer explains the most important fire safety codes students should follow
concerning fire safety. He conducts training over the summer
for resident advisers, hall direcOctober is when fire safety inspec- tors and others affiliated with livtions are conducted in the resi- ing on campus.
dence halls.
Candles are not permitted in the
Fire Safety Officer John Curlis residence halls. Curlis said one of
said according to the Ohio the worst fires at the University
Fire Code, two fire drills must was back in the late 1990s when
be conducted per semester. Rogers Hall caught fire. A candle
Universities used to be exempt started the fire, and it happened
from this because it was "only during the afternoon.
required for K-12."
"There were no injuries," Curlis
The fire codes are updated every said. "We were very fortunate
two or three years, so the University that it didn't happen in the midis using the 2007 edition.
dle of the night when students
Curlis is in charge of anything were sleeping."
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

NAIH»N!LEKO«ICH I 1*80 NEWS

FASHION: A fashion show was held at the Cla-Zel Thursday night where models snowed off many fall
looks for this season from local stores See more photos on page 5.

PICK'EMS
NCAA football battJe continues

FORUM
Just say no to caff ine

SPORTS
Footballooksforawm

Candles are only allowed at three
locations on campus: Olscamp
Hall, the Union and Prout Chapel.
A permit is needed.
Steve Syoen, a hall director
from Harshman, said six of the
fire codes should always be taken
into consideration when living in a
residence hall. One of the codes is
to evacuate the building when the
first alarm goes off.
"More students choose to not
leave their room, so we end up
having to do room checks," Syoen
See FIRE | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How many times a semester do you think the fire
alarms in the residence halls go off?

Editors continue to predict next week's

Columnist Anthony Bryson that caffine and energy

The BG football team will look to avoid

results in college football hoping the

drinks are bad ways to cope with sleepyness and

starting 1-6 for the first time since 2000

Freshman. Computer Science

Falcons come out of their four game

students should practice normal sleeping habits and

when it travels to Philedelphia to take on

losing streak | Page 7
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or another time specified in 'We obviously don't want to
the notice. The student may have to move people off of
petition the Dean of Students campus because we want
From Page 1
within three working days of them on campus. Though
Weekly said Ihe letters the written notice of the sus- sometimes the situation is
are handed to the student pension for reinstatement. appropriate for them to leave
in person because of their The petition must be in writ- because the outcome of their
importance.
ing and must include sup- offense needs to be that seri"We deliver the letters and porting documentation or ous. If we believe the person
right avvay collect peds, keys, evidence that the student or is posing a definite threat of
or any other university prop- organization does not pose disruption or interference
erty, and make sure to move or no longer poses a signifi- with the normal operations
them out of wherever they cant risk of substantial harm of the University, then they
are living on campus until to the health or safety of self, will be taken off campus."
their hearing is over," Weekly others or property," accordIt depends on the student's
said.
ing to the student handbook. history on whether or not
The University Code of
Associate Dean of Students, they are going to be susConduct on page 39 of the Michael Ginsburg said stu- pended, put on probation or
Student Handbook says an dents can be given an interim given a warning, according
interim suspension takes suspension letter when they to Ginsburg.
"If a student has a past
effect immediately upon are suspended for some kind
criminal record or has been
of intolerable behavior.
issuance.
"We believe in progres- given a warning about his or
"A student will receive
written notice of the inter- sive sanctioning, meaning her behavior on campus and
im suspension, including a whatever offense they have their threat to other students,
description of the suspected committed we really try for it is more than likely that they
misconduct. A hearing will them to not make that mis- will be suspended," he said.
During the time a stutake place within ten days take again," Ginsburg said.

dent is suspended from
the University, they are
not allowed to be anywhere on campus without
Ginsburg's permission.
"Some of the things that
students can do in order to
get suspension are physical
or sexual violence, pulling a
fire alarm and causing panic,
and burglary and robbery on
campus," he said.
If a student does not
agree with the terms of
their suspension, they have
the opportunity to meet
in front of the University
Conduct
Committee,
according to Ginsburg.
"The student can provide
evidence and make a defense
for themselves and the Dean
of Students will give a recommendation as well before the
outcome is decided by the
committee," he said.

a drill.
"Students need to get out
of the building and as far
away as possible," Shaal
said. "Students sometimes
stand in the street right by
the residence hall, but they
need to move farther away."
Three of the codes deal
with not bringing candles,
extension cords and hot
plates. Shaal said to leave
those items at home, but
the number one item to not

ceiling can cause a problem.
Syoen said the hall staff
gives students 48 hours to
get rid of an item that is a
fire hazard. If the student
doesn't live close to the
University, arrangements
can be made to take the
item home on one of the
larger breaks.
"We try to be as accommodating as possible," Syoen
said. "We ask for cooperation and reasonability."

LETTERS

FIRE
From Page 1

said.
When the fire alarm
sounds at night, students
think it's a drill, said Tim
Shaal, interim associate
director of Residence Life.
However, drills arc done
during the day, so when the
fire alarm goes off during
the night it's most likely not

bring to a residence hall is a
halogen lamp.
"Across the nation there
have been problems with
halogen lamps causing
fires," Shaal said.
The final two codes are
to not have anything blocking the windows or hanging
from the ceiling. Syoen said
windows are sometimes an
alternative exit route, and
having something such as
lights hanging from the

GREEK
From Page 1

order when he was an undergraduate student at Eastern
Kentucky University.
Bullins said his desire is
to become a vice president
of student affairs or dean of
students. Before this new
position, he was a graduate assistant in the Office
of the Vice President for
Student Affairs.
Ed Whipple, vice president for Student Affairs, said
he meets with Bullins on a
regular basis to discuss fraternity and sorority life at
the University.
"We ate nationally known
for our Greek program, and
we want to maintain that
excellence," Whipple said.
Whipple said timing was
critical to appoint someone
into this position. Bullins

Phoenix police
officer charged
with murder

Murder-suicide
suspected in Minn,
teen deaths

NEW YORK (AP)-The government authority that owned
the World Trade Center has
tentatively agreed to pay $475
million to settle lawsuits by more
than 9.000 people exposed to
toxic dust during the aftermath
of the 9/11 attacks.

PHOENIX (AP)-A Phoenix
police officer has been indicted
on a second-degre* murder
charge for the on-duty shooting
of a suspect, his lawyer said
Thursday

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
- Officials say two teens found

The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey agreed to
the deal after months of negotiations with a law partnership representing thousands of laborers,
police officers and firefighters
who participated in the cleanup
at ground zero
A federal judge overseeing the
litigation revealed the settlement
in an order filed Thursday
The deal is subject to approval
by the Port Authority's board.
The money will be added to
an earlier settlement of suits filed
against New York City. That deal
could be worth as much as $712
million.

i-.,diMpa'i about 25 mJes
eastplMinneapolisdied in an
apparent murder-suicide.

Officer Richard Chrisman was
served a summons on the indictment, attorney Craig Mehrens
said. The indictment also
charged him with aggravated
assault and misdemeanor cruelty
to animals.

After a preliminary investigation, the Ramsey County medical
examiner says 15-year-old Lisa
Marie Gnjalva died of homicide,
and 14-year-old Jacob Zachary
Campbell took his own life.
Authorities are not seeking
suspects

He had been previously
charged with aggravated assault
but remains free on bail.

The Washington County
sheriff released the findings in a
statement Thursday.

Chrisman allegedly pulled his
pistol, put it against 29-year-old
Danny Frank Rodriguez's head
and told him he didn't need a
warrant when Rodriguez ordered
him out o( his house on Oct.
5 Over the next few minutes.
Chrisman shocked Rodriguez
with a stun gun, shot his pit bull,
then finally fatally shot Rodriguez,
according to a court document.

The teens bodies were found
Tuesday night near a heavily
wooded area. Both teens had
gunshot wounds and a long barreled weapon was at the scene.
Lisa is from Oak Park Heights.
Jacob is from Stillwater. The
teens were ninth-graders at OakLand Junior High in Lake Elmo.
Authorities are still investigating.

Records show another officer
told investigators he saw no reason for Chrisman to shoot

STOP
by owofflca *
pick up the
H»wU»tln«s!
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CAMDEN. NJ. (AP)
- Corruption charges were
anrauKMtUwfsday against two
Camden police officers accused
of falsifying evidence in drug
cases m what are expected to be
the last charges filed in a case
that led authorities to dismiss
more than 200 criminal cases.

SALT LAKE aW - Oe'ense
attomeyS'Wsfornfci streel
pieachec facing federal charges in
the 2002 abduction of Elizabeth
Smart are renewing efforts to
move the trial out of Utah.
In court papers filed Tuesday,
attorneys for Brian David Mitchell
said responses to a pretrial jury
questionnaire found that 70
percent of respondents already
believe he is guilty.

The two officers. Antonio
Pigueroa and Robert Bayard,
were indicted by a federal grand
jury Wednesday. Both were suspended when the investigation
began nearly a year ago, and they
were expected to appear in court
Thursday.

The finding is 'a bias this Court
cannot overlook." wrote Parker
Douglas, one of Mitchell's federal
public defenders.

Robert Agre. a lawyer for
Bayard, said his client would
plead not guilty. It wasn't clear
who would be representing
Figueroa.

The judge said jurors have the
task of "using reasoned moral
ludgment. not counting dollars
and cents" in deciding life-ordeath punishment.

Trial is set to begin Nov I.
US District Judge Dale
Kimball previously ruled against a
change of venue request but said
he could reconsider the decision
based on the responses to questionnaires.

Three other Camden police
officers pleaded guilty to related
charges earlier this year and free
on bail as they await sentencing

Hayes was convicted last week
of 16 counts for the 2007 killings
in Cheshire. The same jury will
begin hearing evidence Monday
that they will use to decide
whether he gets life in prison or a
death sentence.

Federal prosecutors have said
there is no reason to move the
trial.

Authorities say the officers,
all members of a special operations unit assigned to police hot
spots for crime and crack down

-Jennifer Dobner (AP)

From the age of thirty, humans
gradually begin to shrink in size.
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Venue change
request renewed
in UT kidnapping
case

2 NJ officers
charged in police
corruption case

New Haven Superior Court
Judge Jon Blue ruled against
attorneys for Steven Hayes, who
wanted to include the cost as a
mitigating factor in trying to persuade jurors to sentence Hayes
to life in prison. His attorneys say
studies have shown life sentences
are cheaper overall than death
sentences, factoring in incarceration and appeal costs.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the rental office located at:

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowline (Jreen, OH
Lmatrd Acru« From Tuco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Mi .ml.i- to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

Btj NEWb

WIRE
SOURCES

NEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP)
- A burglar who killed a woman
and her two children in a home
invasion cannot bung up. the high
cost of executions to try to avoid
the death penalty, a judge ruled
Thursday, saying it "makes no
moral sense" to select a punishment based on dollars and cents

At Reasonable Prices
Efficiencies, One ana
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

#'

If you stop getting thirsty, you
neecHo drink more water. When
a human body is dehydratedjis
thirst mechanism shuts or*

Jury can't consider
execution cost

Housing Close to Campus

I

•DID YOU KNOW?

NATION BRIEFS
Agency in deal to
settle suits by 9/11
responders

was his first choice.
"We needed a seasoned
professional who understood the job and could get
us moving quickly in the
right direction," he said.
Brandon Bookatz, president
of Interfraternity Council,
said he meets with Bullins
and the presidents of the
other Greek councils every
Tuesday. He saw Bullins at
the majority of the meetings
this semester, even if he just
wanted to introduce himself.
"He's open in answering
any questions we have,"
Bookatz said.
Bookatz said Bullins
went to some of the fraternity ceremonies around
Homecoming, and he wants
to help improve Greek life.
"He knows what needs to be
done and is willing to do it,"
Bookatz said.
Bullins' contract expires
In in- in. :''i M
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Falling for fashion

LEFT: Model at 2010 Merchants Off 25 Fashion
Show showcases clothing and artwork that was on
sale at the event.

TOP: The ladies of Brodava Salon came out to the
Merchants Off 25 Fashion Show to showcase their
products and styles.

BOTTOM: A model for the 2010 Merchants OH
25 Fashion Show enjoys a Pink-tini. a signature
drink at the show that helps support breast cancer
research.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP

EARN A GRADUATE DEGREE
FROM

CLEVELAND STATE
UNIVERSI'
Take the next step in your career, in your
future. With CSU's affordable tuition and
flexible schedule, you're on your w
Make an investment in yourself thi
best investment of all.

MORE THAN 80
PROGRAM
Graduate School Information Session
Saturday, October 16,2010
10 a.m.-12 noon
URBAN AFFAIRS BUILDING, ROOM 112
1717 EUCLID AVENUE
jistration Hotline

216.687.5599
engageCSUgrddschool.com

419.372.4444 from Bam to 5pm Monday - Friday

Go to: mybgAu.edu
1. select
2. select
3. select

% Cleveland Stair
,MHWW« '<•#< *

student center
enroll
add

You can access everything that you need,
including tutorials, via the "Student
Center" at the MyBGSU portal

engaged learning

BGSU

Office nf RvqtMrutton and /».-< urtU

no AdmlniAtration ituildinq

FORUM
rfcv/r Lfc UN

"We needed a seasoned professional who understood the job and could get us
moving quickly in the right direction."
- Vice president for Student Affairs Ed Whipple on the appointment of Chris Bullins as the new
interim director of Fraternity and Sorority Life [see story, pg. 1].
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How many times in a semester do you think the fire alarms in the residence halls go off?

"Too many to

"50."

"50."

[\
1*8

remember."

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
GRANT

Street7 Or a suggestion for

KOHLFER.
Senior.
AYA Social Studie

DOUGFURIA.
Freshman,
Architecture

ALLISON KUMP.
Freshman.

JOSH EVANS.
Freshman,
Political Science

Trouble sleeping may be due in
part to your coping technique
With deadlines in mul- with sleepiness.
tiple classes piling up and
Looking around the
no way to ignore the need University on a morning walk
to sleep, students often turn to class, it would be hard to
to unhealthy methods of argue this point. Between
staying awake. In her 2008 Starbucks, Circle K and various
College is a wonderful time study in Biological Rhythm energy drinks, caffeine drinks
of new experiences and Research on college students, seem to be the breakfast of
adventures, l.ate nights of Dr. Nancy Digdon explored choice for most students.
While the occasional allstudying during the week the differences in coping
often set the tone for a week- mechanisms for sleepiness nighter is a necessary evil of
end of late night recreation. between night owls and college, a steady diet of cafCombine this with an early those who are neither night feine is not the way to handle
this situation. Methods like
class schedule and you find a owls nor morning people.
majority of college students
Dr. Digdon found that exercise and a normal sleep
that are sleep deprived.
night owls tended to use cop- schedule are much more effecWe have all known people ing methods that were less tive at relieving sleepiness.
if you know you arc a night
Who are more active at differ- conducive to good sleeping
ent timesof the day. There are patterns. They rated napping owl and nothing will change
morning people who don't and coffee as the top two it, try implementing a workneed caffeine to get them methods of coping, while the out routine. Start with 30
moving and wear smiles that more neutral sleepers rated minutes of jogging or biking
make a sleepy person want exercise and spending time a day. It could mean the difto vomit. There are also night outdoors as more effective ference between a wasted day
owls who prefer to avoid the means of relieving sleepiness.
of grogginess and a producsun and keep morning peoEven though neutral sleep- tive day, eliminating the stress
ple up with loud music at 3 ers had more positive coping of work on the weekend. And
a.m. And of course, there is a techniques, the majority of all if all else fails, make sure
full-range spectrum of those students considered caffeine you don't schedule any early
who fall in between.
to be a good method of coping morning classes.

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Ancient native structures amaze
GeoJourney student traveler
Michelle Wysocki

street filled with shops for
all interests. I found myself
in the bookstore with some
The structures were unbeliev- other students getting
able; nothing like I have ever books, then we found a cozy
sitting area in a small mall
seen before.
After the day off in Moab, where we read for hours.
Utah we were on the move We wandered off to get
again. On our way to lunch and even caught the
Colorado we visited Arches beginning of the Michigan
and Canyonlands National vs. Michigan State college
Parks. We learned all about football game. This was parthe geological features of the ticularly exciting since I am
parks and did some hiking.
from Michigan. After lunch
In Arches National Park I found myself glued to my
we hiked to Landscape Arch, book until dinner. Again we
one of the most famous and broke to eat and shortly after
largest arches in the park, that we were headed back
measuring six feet thick at its to camp. It wasn't the most
thinnest part. Also, I got to eventful day off but it was
hike out to the Double O Arch, surely a peaceful one.
one large circular feature on
The next day we woke up
top of a smaller one. The view to a very cold morning, but
was amazing and the blue the warmth from the breaksky was cloudless. I propped fast made it bearable. We
myself against a rock and read spent the day in Mesa Verde
a book for a little bit. The view looking at many archeologiwas just as beautiful on the cal sites discussing how the
way back down, and it is the ancestral Puebloans in 600image of the hike that allows 1300 A.D. made their living
me to fall asleep at night.
and survived in the desert
Friday we explored another with little to no water. This is
part of Canyonlands called probably the most interestTheNeedles. We hiked around ing aspect of the trip for me.
observing the landscape and Mesa Verde was spectacular
different desert organisms. but only a fraction in size
We learned about specific compared to what we were
adaptations needed by desert going to see on Monday.
plants and animals to survive
We left camp and arrived
in such harsh environmental at Chaco National Park in
conditions. As the day went New Mexico late morning.
on we made our way to Mesa The sun was hot and what
Verde National Park.
we saw was an archeoloSaturday brought yet gist's mystery. The strucanother day off; this time the tures were unbelievable;
destination was Durango, nothing like I have ever
Colorado. Durango was seen before. Before us stood
a quaint city with a main the largest pueblo, Pueblo

"It is the image

Columnist

of the hike that
allows me to fall
asleep at night."
Bonito, in the history of
ancestral Puebloans.
What makes this place so
significant is the way they
align their structures with
solar and lunar cycles. We
all stood there mesmerized
by the size of the structures
and the thought of the grand
scale of people coming,
going and living in Chaco.
The day was warm, but the
night was by far one of the
coldest. It also didn't help
that we all decided to sleep
outside. We woke up to
frost on our sleeping bags;
needless to say we weren't
happy campers.
Tuesdaywe continued our
way through New Mexico
and stayed at Bandelier
National Monument. We
saw more examples of
ancestral Puebloan sites
and learned the significance of the Frijoles River
that cut the canyon. Due to
the perennial water source,
these Indians lived differently compared to those at
Mesa Verde and Chaco. The
night wasn't nearly as cold as
the previous one, and before
1 went to sleep all I could
th ink about was when I woke
up Wednesday morning I
would only have 10 more
days until I returned home.

CALLING
CARTOONISTS
MUCH LIKE REAL ESTATE,
TAKING A PEE IS ALL ABOUT
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
ANDYBAI.TES I IHf BONfWS

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at nSenews@bgnews.cofn.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.
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Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people like
you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at:

Call us at:

thebgnews9bgnews.com

419-372-6966

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

210 West Hall

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

COLUMNISTS

KATE SNYDER.IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS JAMES,SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTI-v
Podcasts, audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are general!/ to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her drscretioa
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

WORLD

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

WORLD BRIEFS
Lawyers working
on deal for
youngest at
Guantanamo

Sudan official:
Vote on border
region impossible
CAIRO-A northern
Sudanese official said Thursday
that a crucial referendum on the
future of an oil-rich region along
the country's north-south border
cannot be held as scheduled
because of disagreements over
who can vote.

TORONTO-TheCanadian
lawyer for the youngest detainee
at Guantanamo Bay said
Thursday that his defense team is
working on a deal to avert a trial.
Lawyer Nathan Whitling said
a potential deal is in the works
for Omar Khadr but he didn't
provide details.

But the region's administrator
from the southern party rejected
this, saying the residents could
hold their own referendum without the government's approval

The Canadian-born son of an
alleged al-Qaida financier. Khadr
was captured after allegedly
throwing a grenade that killed
Army Sgt. 1st Class Christopher
Speer of Albuquerque. New
Mexico, during a 2002 firefight in
Afghanistan.

The spat over the vote is
at the center of a tug-of-war
between leaders in north and
south Sudan over Abyei. home
to oil fields worth millions of dollars. Southern Sudan is to vote
Jan 9 on whether it will remain
part of Sudan or become a new.
independent country Residents
of Abyei are to vote on the same
day in their own referendum
whether to remain with the north
or join the south.

"There's negotiations that are
ongoing, and we're hopeful that
there is going to be a deal. There
isn't one yet." said Whitling. who
visited with Khadr last week.
The trial is scheduled to
resume in Guantanamo on
Monday.

Both southern tribes and
semi-nomadic Arabs with ties to
the north share Abyei How the
region navigates its upcoming
referendum could factor heavily
into whether Afnca's largest
country returns to civil war

Khadr. now 24. had pleaded
not guilty to war-crimes charges
including murder, conspiracy and
spying. He faces a maximum
life sentence if convicted at the
first Guantanamo trial under
President Barack Obama

The two referenda were part
of the 2005 peace agreement
that ended a bloody 21-year civil
war between Sudan's mostly
Muslim north and predominantly
animist and Christian south.
The agreement also set up a
unity government in the capital.
Khartoum, and an autonomous
government in the south to rule
until the southern referendum

Navy Capt David Iglesias. a
spokesman for the military commissions, declined comment on
any plea discussions

-Rob Gillies (AP)
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NATO chief calls
for anti-missile
system

Austria accused
of violating child
rights

MOGADISHU. Somalia (AP)
- Somalia's president named a
new prime minister on Thursday,
bringing into the government a
Somali-American who has taught
at a community college m New
York state.

BRUSSELS-NATO allies are
moving toward approving an antimissile system that would protect
Europe, the alliance's secretary
general said Thursday, adding
that he hoped Russia would pin
in creating such a shield.

VIENNA - Austria should
stop detaining children and
halt the deportations of wellintegrated foreign families that
are denied asylum. Amnesty
International and three other
groups urged Thursday

Prime Minister Mohamed
Abdullah! Mohamed replaces
Omar Abdirashid Ali Sharmarke,
who had a long-running feud
with the president and resigned
last month

Anders Fogh Rasmussen said
that, based on Thursday's meeting of the foreign and defense
ministers of NATO's 28 members,
he was "quite optimistic" the antimissile shield would be formally
adopted at the organization's
next summit in Portugal on Nov.
19-20.

The country also should
better protect the rights of nonAustrian minors and become
more lenient about allowing
young asylum seekers and their
parents to stay on humanitarian
grounds, the organizations, which
include Caritas. SOS Kmderdorf
and Diakonie. said in a letter to
lawmakers.

Somali-American is
new prime minister
in Somalia

A statement from the Somali
government said that Mohamed
is a former Somali diplomat He
worked in the Somali Embassy in
Washington from 1985 to 1988,
according to the government's
website.

"I was very encouraged by the
determination of the allies to
modernize the alliance for the
21st century." Fogh Rasmussen
told journalists. 'We are oriented
towards a consensus at the summit in Lisbon that NATO should
protect the populations against a
missile attack."

Mohamed has taught conflict
resolution and leadership stills
at Erie Community College, a
member of the State University
of New York (SUNY) system,
according to his resume. He has
a master's degree in political science from SUNY-Buffalo. it said.

Fogh Rasmussen is proposing
to expand an existing system
of tactical battlefield missile
defense to cover the territory and
populations of all alliance members against attack from nations
such as Iran and North Korea He
has also called on Russia to join
the project.

Mohamed will be asked to
name a Cabinet within one
month
Mark Bowden. a top U N
official with oversight of Somalia,
said Mohamed s Cabinet is
expected to be smaller than
the bloated group of politicians
that Sharmaike had control over
Among officials in Sharmarke's
Cabinet was a minister of tourism
in a violence-plagued country
that sees only a handful of tourists each year.

'We should offer Russia an
opportunity to cooperate with
us." he said.
The United States supports
the missile defense proposal
But some governments such as
France have taken a dim view of
the proposed shield, citing high
costs and saying the system
cannot replace a robust nuclear
deterrent

The appeal comes just days
after two 8-year-old twins were
taken into custody with their
father in an early morning raid
and deported back to their native
Kosovo. Their mother, who is m
psychiatric care, stayed behind
The four had lived in Austria since
2004 but were expelled after
being denied asylum and refusing to leave on their own
The family's plight has sparked
widespread debate and protest,
with critics calling the deportations heartless and inhumane
Interior Minister Maria Fekter
defended it. saying she was following the rule of law and the
children were with their father
She has since softened her
stance slightly, acknowledging
Wednesday that pictures of the
detention - widely pubkhed by
local media - "greatly moved her"
and that she wanted such pickups
to be done in a more humane"
manner in the future

Rwandan police
arrest top
opposition leader
KIGALI Rwanda (AP,
- Rwandan police arrested the
count'ys most prominent c pposition leader Thursday and accused
her of being involved in the
formation of a terrorist organization, months after she was barred
from challenging the president in
an election.
Human rights groups have
accused the Rwandan government of using terrorist allegations
to stifle opposition in the country,
where the campaign leading up
to the August vote was marred
by a series of attacks on outspoken government critics. Rwanda's
government has denied any
involvement
Authorities said Victoire
Ingabire was implicated during
investigations into the activities
of a man who was a former commander of a Hutu militia group
operating in neighboring Congo.
Vital Uwumuremyi. who
was arrested Wednesday, was
accused of forming a terrorist organization. Coalition of
Democratic Forces. Police claim
it is the military wing of Ingabire's
political party.
Ingabire returned to Rwanda
in January after 16 years to challenge President Paul Kagame, but
she was barred from contesting
the August poll and Kagame was
re-elected in a landslide.
Ingabire already faced charges
of genocide ideology after she
stated publicly that crimes committed during the 1994 Rwandan
genocide against Hutu citizens
should be investigated.

-VetonikaOleksyn(AP)

-Sarah El Deeb(AP)
-Anne Gearan and Slobodan
Lekic(AP)
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Falcons look to avoid fourgame skid in Philadelphia
Matt
Schilz

By Sean Shapiro
Senior Reporter

« W.-.-- I- '- Hi:

PUCK HANDLER: Jcidan Samuek-Thcmas squares ip witha defender in a game las season The sophcmxe has iwgcak and cne assist in two games this season

Dave Glawson isn't happy; Al
Golden isn't happy.
Thetwo coaches will looktotake
out those frustrations Saturday at
1 p.m. when the Temple Owls host
the Falcons in a battle of teams
who are coming off disappointing losses.
After a 49-25 loss to Ohio — dropping the Falcons to 1-5 and 0-2 in
the Mid-American Conference
— Glawson said his team lacked
effort and commented the team
has regressed since its lone win of
the season back on Sept. 18.
"There's not a lot of things we're
doing well, right now we're not a
good football team," Clawson said
in the post game press conference.
Around the same time Clawson
was disappointed with his team,
Golden was witnessing his team,
which was widely regarded as a
favorite to win the MAC title, suffer a disappointing 31-17 loss to

Will make his second
start since returning
from injury

Northern Illinois.
"We're not a good football team
right now," Golden said. "The players are on notice. There are going to
be a bunch of changes; we're going
to see some new faces."
The two programs haven't met
since 2007, when the Falcons
walked away with a 48-35 victory at home, but the 2010 meeting
between the schools could put the
loser in a deep hole to climb out of.
A loss by the Falcons would drop
them to 1-6 and could all but eliminate them from any chance of postseason play.
For Temple, a loss would drop
them to 1-2 in the conference
See PREVIEW | Page 10

Falcon icers head to NY for pair
of non-conference matchups
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

After being swept in its seasonopening series against Michigan,
the HCi hockey team returns to the
ice this weekend fur a non-conference scries.

rhe Falcons will navel to Potsdam,
N.Y. to take on Clarkson. their first of
two straight weekends of non-conference play.
"We're constantly evaluating
everybody.inakingsurethalthey're
buying into the way that we want
to play," coach Chris Bergeron said.
"So we may try' different line combos than what we had Saturday,
but that's not because we're playing a non-conference opponent,
but because we're still trying to
evaluate."

Women's cross
country hosts
Falcon Invite
By Nick King
Reporter

games Saturday."
The Falcons will take the same
approach with goaltending that
they did last weekend, with Eno
and Andrew Hammond each getting a start.
"1 thought they both played
well, but at the same time, like
the defense and forwards, I'm
looking for them both to improve,"
Bergeron said.
The Falcons will look to improve
on their special teams play this weekend, after a rough weekend against
Michigan.
BG was 2-17 on the power play over
the weekend, while allowing three
power play goals to Michigan on nine
opportunities.
See ICERS | Page 7

JUMP: Emir/ Kauth prepares to spike the ball during volleyball action last season

No. 1 rugby takes on Notre
BG volleyball on the road

Dame in South Bend
By CJ Watson
Reporter

in Michigan this weekend

"They are similar to

By Justin Onflow
Reporter

Indiana, but don't have the

On Saturday the
BG women's cross
country team will
race in its final Megan
home meet of the Kelsey
season, and for its Senior will
seven seniors, their
compete
last race at home in
in her last
the Falcon Invite.
It is an invite the Falcon Invite
Falcons have won
the past two years
and a streak that the seniors are
looking to leave with.
"The seniors are looking forward
to racing at home and finishing off
their careers with their best efforts,"
said coach Garni Paulson.
Megan Kelsey is among BG's
seniors and realizes what's at stake,
not only for herself, but also the
RACE

The two teams met last season in
the Dodge Holiday Classic, with BG
willing out a 4-3 victory.
Nick Eno was in net for the Falcons
that game, stopping 23 of 26 shots in
the win.
Despite playing well in spurts
over the weekend, the Falcons
still have improvements to
make, and Bergeron believes
that starts with understanding
their system.
"That's something that's going to
be a work in progress for a time, but
I truly believe the guys are listening,''
Bergeron said. "I lave they bought in,
and are living it on a daily basis in
practice? I can't say that."
"I'm looking for greatness every
day in practice, and one of our problems is we're making the same mistakes in practice that we made in the

■10

FACEBOOK

The BG Rugby team solidified
its spot as the No. 1 team in the talent in the backfield [that
nation last week as they defeated
the No. 4 ranked Indiana University
Indiana has]..."
Mudsharks on the road, 23-5.
Last year the Mudsharks
Tony Mazzarella | Coach
blanked BG 28-0 in their regular
season matchup.
Mazzarella said Indiana had some
Later in the season the clubs huge stands defensively and gave
faced off once again in the Midwest the BG offense all they could handle.
Championship, where the Falcons While there weren't many mistakes
came out on top 21-10.
on the offensive side — besides the
This season, the Mudsharks were need to get the ball out to the backs
poised to take down BG, which more quickly — Indiana's defense
made the contest one of the toughest did a good job of making big stops
matchups for the Falcons all year.
and not allowing the Falcons to
While it wasn't the same fast paced, cross the try line.
high scoring game the Falcons are
This week the Falcons travel to
used to, the club showcased its South Bend, Ind. to take on Premier
defensive talents.
League foe Notre Dame.
"We missed a couple of opportuniThe clubs have faced two similar
ties to score but I felt we were very opponents in Indiana and Purdue.
disciplined defensively," coach Tony The Irish lost to the Mudsharks after a
Mazzarella said. "I felt it was our best
See RUGBY | Page 7
defensive effort |of the season] and
made the difference in the game."

TWITTER

The BG volleyball team has been
plagued with inconsistency this
season, but will look to string
together a couple good performances this weekend against two
conference opponents.
The Falcons are set to take on
Central Michigan tonight at 7 in
Mount Pleasant. The Chippewas
are 7-11 (1-5 Mid-American
Conference), but have lost a few
close matches in MAC play.
Central Michigan is hitting .222
on the season and holding opponents to .211 hitting.
The Chippewas have posted
better overall numbers than their
opponents in almost every major
category this season, including
kills, digs, blocks and service aces.
The Falcons will have to play
less error-prone volleyball tonight
against Central Michigan.
BG's attack percentage is just

.174 on the year, and the team
has committed 437 attack errors
— 116 more than its opponents
thus far.
The Falcons will look to their
three kills leaders to minimize
mistakes and make the most of
opportunities on the court.
Freshmen Paige Penrod and
Danielle Tonyan are leading the
team in kills with 239 and 190
kills respectively, while senior
middle Noelle Spitler is third on
the team with 140 kills. Spitler is
also second on the team with .7
blocks per set.
BG will face another tough
opponent when they play at
Eastern Michigan on Saturday at
7 p.m. The Eagles are 17-5 this
season, including a 4-2 mark in
MAC play.
Eastern Michigan has been
strong offensively this year.
See VOLLEY | Page 10

MEN'S BASKETBALL

SWIMMING

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons host relays

Tryouts set for Saturday

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

Petra Martin will make her debut as the

Coach Louis Orr and the BG men's basketball

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

BG swim coach when the Falcons host

team will be holding open tryouts Saturday

yout account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

the Tom Stubbs Relays today at the

from 1-J pm in Eppler for anyone interested

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twrttM.com/b91wwssports
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Welcome to another edition
of "The BG News Picks of
the Week." The Falcons will
look to avoid a four-game
losing streak when they
head to Temple. Michigan
will look to jump back in the
polls and the Ivy League
makes its debut (or the first
time this season

BG
vs. Temple
Temple -20

N<x 12 Arkansas

11
PAUL BARNEY

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

BG will play with more energy
and emotion, but it will not be
enough to take down Temple on
the road.
Temple 35. BG 24

No.15lowa
vs-Mkhigan

Ryan Mallett is the x-factor in
this one.

Both teams have great 06s, but
Ryan Mallett pulls ths one out l«
the Razorbacks.

I'll take the home team, that
seems to go a long way in SEC
play

Arkansas is my new Alabama

Arkansas 30, Auburn 25

Arkansas 58, Auburn 51

Auburn 16. Arkansas U

Arkansas 22. Auburn 21

Iowa 28, Michigan 17
UTEP

UAB-2.5

Mtrcyhurst
vs. Edinboro
Noljl

*

Brown

No line

UTEP QB Trevor Vrttatoe broke
Inthebattleofacronyms,the5-1
three school records last week,
Miners pul off a dose one
look for him to have another great
game against a 1-4 UAB team
UTEP 45. UAB 50
UTEP 55, UAB 28

Awesome acronym of the week.
Minors fall to Blazers.

I wonder how far behind Sean
will be by the end of the season.

UAB 45. UTEP 42

UTEP 21, UAB 15

Heads ■ Mercyhurst, tails ■
Edinboro. And the flip-

Edrrxros mascot is the Fighting
Scots That sounds so nckubjs that its

Shout out to my friend and Editor- Division III Football! Really?
in-Chief of Mercyhurst's student
paper. Ethan Magoc. go Lakers

Mercyhurst 55, Edinboro 14

Edinboro 55, Mercyhurst 22

Mercyhurst 17, Edinboro 5

Looks Ike another con toss on
thsone

Brown 21, Princeton 10

I reaV dont krxw why were piddng
I grew up in New Jersey, go
ths g=me cw OSU-Wisconsn Same Princeton.
can be sad for three of fre other games
(yes fm talng to you B&Ternple)
Princeton 6, Brown 3
Brown 57. Princeton 21

Brown 12. Princeton 5

28-8

24-12

22-14

17-19

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA 11 video game. Before each game, well post the results.

3

4

S 0 7 7 3 17
30 O O O O
This week's top performers:
Temple - Bernard Pierce, RB: 31 carries, 158 yards, TD
BG - Dwayne Woods, LB: 11NT, 18 tackles
REAL RECORD

1-5
ICERS
From Page 6
Bergeron also singled out
face-offs as something the
team needs to improve on.
"Our face-offs were not
good all weekend, 40 percent each night, not acceptable," Bergeron said. "We
lost the power play/penalty kill game both nights.

RUGBY
From Page 6

last minute try and conversion
to lose a hard fought match,
7-6. Last week, the Irish beat
Purdue handily at home.
While one can only
read into past matches
and make comparisons
so much, little can be
gathered from last week's
match because both clubs
beat the Boilermakers by a
wide margin.
Mazzarella is familiar
with the Notre Dame club
and knows what to expect
from them.
"They are a very disciplined
team," Mazzarella said. "They

VIRTUAL RECORD

1-6

Not acceptable. These are
things we need to start to
improve on."
Clarkson comes into
this game at 1-1, and they
are coached by BG alum
George Roll, who played
with the hockey team from
1983-86.
Both games this weekend are scheduled to begin
at 7 p.m.
are similar to Indiana, but
don't have the talent in the
backfield [that Indiana has|.
They play a very structured
style and don't push the ball
to the outside. It's kind of
what you see is what you get
with them."
Unlike BG's wide-open
style of play where the goal is
to get the ball to the backs and
bum the defense around the
corner, Notre Dame relies
on its forwards and pushes
the ball up the center of the
field. The goal for the Irish is
to move the ball until they
get an overload on one side
and attack the weakness of
the defense.
The match is scheduled to
begin at 1 p.m on Sunday.
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Edinboro 24, Mercyhurst 20
Ohio State isplayinq Wisconsin and
were picking an Ivy League game

PRIZESUDOKUioK

By Backy Tuner
Senior Reporter

VIRTUALSHOWDOWN

2

5 2
9

BG in search of tournament spot

¥EASPORTS

I

BG 24, Temple 25

Michigan shouldn't have dropped Haha! Michigan ■ losing
out of the top-25 in my opinion,
but theyll be back after beating
Iowa.
Michigan 42, Iowa 55
Iowa 54, Michigan 5

Iowa 57, Michigan 28

vs. Princeton

Overall record

Managing Editor

Temple 52, BG 21

Michigan wl not have an answer for The Michigan Denard Robinsons
the Hawkeye defense.
don't look so mighty when they
have to play against good defenses

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

BECKY TENER

BG you are not my number one
pick in this one but I kove you and
I will still support you.

Iowa -3

vi.UAB

m

Just can't see BG picking up the
win Temple is a team that will be
motivated after a tough loss to
Northern Illinois
Tempi* 24, BG 17

vs. No. 7 Auburn
/album -3.5

There is rtthiiggood I can say about
thsgame
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be hot and playing well at the
end of the season than at the
beginning. That's the goal.''
With five games left in the
Richards said the searegular season for the wom- son has been full of critical
en's soccer team, there are moments that haven't swung
only five more opportuni- the right way for the Falcons.
ties to clinch a spot in the He said the Falcons need
Mid-American conference to recognize those critical
tournament.
moments and take advanAfter a four-game win- tage of them.
less streak, the team's coach
"That's the way our sport
Andy Richards said it needs is. Since there are so few
to take advantage of every chances to score, if one goes
chance it gets.
against you. that can change
The Falcons are 2-3-1 in the the game," he said.
conference, and Richards said
Co-captain
Katie
even though the team is half Stephenson said after the loss
done with the MAC they still to Toledo and the tie with Ball
have plenty of games to make State on the road, the players
it to the tournament.
are happy to be back at home.
"If you win your first five
Stephenson said the team
games, then you can look is using the past four tough
and say we probably have games as learning tools.
enough points to make it to
"We're trying to find the
the tournament," he said. right fit. For us to come so
"We didn't do that. So, yeah, close in so many games,
we're chasing it a little, but it we just need to find the
creates pressure."
last piece of the puzzle,"
Richards said pressure has Stephenson said.
helped the team in previous
She said the players spent
years; they struggled through time this week watching
the first half of MAC play and film and understanding
then went on to take the con- the chances they had to put
ference title.
games away.
"It's about getting hot at the
"We need to start getting
right time," he said. "I'd rather more wins," she said. "We

check us out online §

BGViews

.com

"It's about getting
hot at the right time.
I'd rather be hot and
playing well at the end
of the season than at
the beginning. That's

the goal."
Andy Richards | Coach
can't change the outcome of
last weekend's games and we
can't dwell on them. We have
to transcend that and not put
our heads down but pick ourselves up and fight.''
Richards said this weekend, with MAC East games
back-to-back, is where their
luck could change.
"It's all in our own hands. If
we can win the right amount
of games we can really go
anywhere from qualifying for
the tournament to being East
Division champions ... we
have to start winning these
games." he said.
The Flacons will play the
Zips at 4 p.m. today and Ohio
at I p.m. on Sunday, both at
Cochrane Field.
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THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE PU SE

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.

0

a new
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Campus LGBT group offers support system,
celebrates diversity, sexuality
By Max Fllby | Pulse Reporter

V
i s

After arriving on campus, Rob Koob was looking for a group
where he would feel safe and could meet a lot of new
people.
Koob found what he was looking for when he joined Vision, the
University's LGBT group.
"I joined in the fall of 2008," said Koob, Vision treasurer. "It's a
great way to build a support network and make new friends."
This year, Vision has its sights set on expanding its LGBT networking and support groups within the community and on campus.
Vision will host different events during Coming Out Week Oct. 25
through 29, where students and community members can come
out.
"We're going to celebrate diversity and sexuality," Koob said. "It's
to show that we're here, and we're a welcoming group that wants
to get people involved."

ION

See VISION I Page 9

OPENLY GAY CELEBRITIES►►►
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RICKY MARTIN
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GEORGE MICHAEL
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LANCE BASS
MUSICIAN

BOY GEORGE
MUSICIAN

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
MUSICIAN

JULIAN MICHA
FITNESS TRAINER

ROSIEO'DONNELL
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CYNTHIA NIXCH
ACTRESS

^- ELTON JOHN

JODIE FOSTER
ACTRESS
STEPHEN FRY
COMEDIAN. ACTOR

DAVID SEDARIS
WRITER
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Equality within reach when ignorance is let go, will give gays rights they deserve
About the homosexual lifestyle,
he said, "that's not how God created
us, and that's not the example that
we should be showing our children."
He also said, "I don't want Ichildren| to be brainwashed into thinking that homosexuality is an equally
valid and successful option."
I had been planning to write a colPaladino's comments are just
umn for Coming Out Week for a another occurrence dealing with
while, but never thought it would be this issue. The gay community has
the hardest column I've ever writ- been on the minds of many.
There have been a number
ten. Because I'm gay, and this is a
serious issue for me. the right words of tragic suicides by gay teenagers, both in and out of the closet,
just would not come to mind.
But the recent comments from within the last month. And even
republican New York governor can- though these suicides were flooded
didate Carl Paladino gave me some- with sympathetic condolences, the
thing to say.
divided nation, at the same time,

still decided to not repeal the mili- constantly sit back while officials or
tary's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy celebrities endorse equality just to
when given the chance.
boost their public image. Being gay
It seems like plenty of people, isn't a joke, and shouldn't be just a
including heterosexuals, are start- topic tossed around as freely as it is.
ing to realize gays should not be
I've known I was gay since 1
treated like second-class citizens became a teenager, it just stayed a
and that they are worthy to fight secret for the first 20 years of my life.
for. And even though the country I went through it all: I was ashamed,
has a long way to go to achieve total I was in denial and I was confused.
equality, the debates taking place
Of course, I only speak for me,
show progress on giving gay cit izens not the entire gay community, and
the equal rights they were born into. definitely not for the BG News. I
But being someone who is openly just speak as someone who lives in
gay, I can't help but feel discouraged America, but is not allowed to marry,
when a group of straights argue join the military or donate blood.
back and forth about my lifestyle,
I'm not angry either. I'm an optiwhich is why I decided to write this- mist for a future full of equality. But
to make my voice better heard. I what I find to be the biggest nui-

Homophobia continues to flourish in America, but
gays should be treated just the same as heterosexuals

ALBUM
REVIEWS

sance is when people speak out of
ignorance. Understanding what
being gay entails should be the first
step one takes before forming an
opinion on the lifestyle.
Looking back now, of course I wish
I would've come out sooner, and
that is a testament to how incredibly
accepting my family and friends
were. I remember being filled with
glee when everyone finally knew.
Of course no one was surprised. You can't ask your parents for Britney's "... Baby One
More Time" album for your tenth
birthday and expect people not to
raise their eyebrows.
See EQUALITY | Page 9

"DOO WOPS* HOOLIGANS"
■ Artist Name | Bruno Man
■ Grade |B

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: Few artists have

JAMES KRO
FORUM EDITOR

Hey, look at that guy over there. He
is so... normal.
That's right folks, you heard
it here: Gay people are normal.
Being gay does not define who
you are or make you any less of a
person. Gay people live normal
lives just like heterosexual people
and want the same things in life
for the most part.
These thoughts make me wonder
why homophobia even exists?
Is it because it is different from
the majority? Is it religion based?
Or is it just because that's the way

you were brought up?
not give themselves that much
According to the Oxford credit. Ouch, harsh, but true.
Dictionary, homophobia is
I can assure the insecure straight
defined as an extreme and irra- men reading this article that gay
tional aversion to homosexuality guys are not always checking you
and homosexual people. I really out, and you have nothing to worry
enjoy that definition because about because you're straight and
it clearly states the truth. Being they're gay. That is not usually a
homophobic is extreme and irra- good mix for a romantic relationtional. There is no need for it, and ship. But rest assured, not all
yet it still seems to be a problem straight men have this mindset and
here in the United States.
you should be commended.
One act of homophobia I have
This rule can also be applied
noticed can be found between to the women as well. Ladies, just
straight and gay men. Some because a lesbian is around does
straight men believe that just not mean that she is checking you
because a gay guy looks over their out or you can't be friends. More
way, they are checking them out. than likely, attraction to you is not
Are you kidding me? Listen, the even going through this woman's
straight guys that think this usually aren't the cream of the crop to
See PHOBIA | Page 9
begin with and probably should

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO
Three bands at Frankies
Frankie's Innercity on 308 Main Street in Toledo
will be hosting three different bands for $7. The
Van Allen Belt. GoLab and The Funkin Wagnalls
will all be taking the stage for the all-ages show
with the doors opening at 9 p.m.

experienced the type of success Bruno Mars has in
the past year He has had a hand at chart-toppers
such as BQBS "Nothin' on You." Travie McCoy's
"Billionaire. Cee-Los vral smash "F"** You" and Flo
Rida's "Right Round"
That is quite a Hack record tor someone who has yet
to release a solo single, but aH tall; about Mars being a
hook guy (i.e. Nate Dogg) and not being able to carry
the load by hmsetf 6 qucUy silenced with lead-single
'Just the Way You Are"
Mars' most-recent Billboard triumph is a smplrsbc
love song that displays his biggest strengths: his
sensational charm effortlessly smooth vocals and
uncanny abilrty to develop enchanting melodies

WVAVI0OLAT0R.COM

"Grenade" is another example ol Mars playing into his
strengths Like Just the Way You Are, its another
song amed at the ladies where he croons. "Id catch a
grenade (or you throw my hand on the blade (or you

Mars plays around with some soft rock on the Jason
Mrai-sounoSng, "The Lazy Song" On the ode to lazy
Sundays. Mars sings some of his laziest lyrics but still

I'd jump m front of a train for you. you know Td do

manages to pul off cmge-worthy knes such as. "II be

anythng for you*

lying on the couch just chifcn in my snugge, cktk to
MTV so they can teach me how to dougie"

On Mars' debut album "Doo-Wops & Hoolxjans."
Mars plays around with a lot of different genres
without straying too far from ha pop roots On the

Not all of Mars' "Doo-Wops" are a hit however. On
the R&Binspted "Our First Time." Mars tries to be

Daman Marley assisted "Liquor Store "flues," there
is some heavy reggae influence, but is stil poppy

See MARS | Page 9

enough to reach a mass audience.

THEY SAID IT

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Walleyes start season

Ann* Frank onstage

The Toledo Walleye will begin their regular
season with a home opening this Saturday
at 7 p.m. when they host Wheeling at the
Huntington Center. Tickets are on sale now.

The populat play "The Diary of Anne
Frank" will be performed this Saturday. The
play will start at 8 p.m. and be held at the
Valentine Theater, located 400 N. Superior
Street.

"Equality is the prime rib of
America, but because I'm gay, I
don't get to enjoy the greatest cut
of meat the country has to offer."
-Lady Gaga
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PHOBIA

Local and national organizations offer
support for growing gay community

From Page 8

est civil rights organization
righting for equality. Its main
The Trevor Project
The Trevor Project is objective is to achieve equalGay rights and equality is a a national organization ity and to improve the lives of
nationwide topic of interest, focused on suicide preven- LGBT Americans.
and many different organiza- tion efforts from within the
tions have become outlets for gay community. According ONE Bowling Green
homosexuals to feel accepted the website, thetrevorpro- ONE Bowling Green, comand educate heterosexuals ject.com, the mission of the monly known for getting the
on the issue at hand. The fol- group is to end the num- Bowling Green community
lowing organizations are just ber of suicides, which have involved by encouraging stusome of the big ones, both become so prevalent the past dents to vote on Ordinances
nationally and locally, that couple of weeks, and create 7905 and 7906 in order to
offer their services.
a more positive and accept- protect non-discrimination,
ing outlet. The organization is a volunteer-driven group
Give A Damn Campaign
was founded by writer lames with the goal to allow everyGive A Damn is a campaign Lecesne, director/producer one the same chance to earn
started by '80s pop artist Peggy Rajski and producer a living for themselves.
Cyndi Lauper with the goal Randy Stone of "Trevor," the
to inform people and encour- 1994 Academy Award win- EqualityToledo
age them to get involved with ning short film. It has gained EqualityToledo began in Nov.
equality. The organization's support from Glee's Chris 2004 in response to the paswebsite, wegiveadamn.org, Golfer and Harry Potter's sage of Ohio's Issue 1 amendsays it is for anyone who cares Daniel Radcliffe.
ment, and it is working to
about equality, but especially
end discrimination "through
for heterosexuals who are Human Rights Campaign
education and advocacy,"
eager to stay informed about
The yellow equal sign you according to the group's
the issues and get involved. may see on cars' bumper website, equalitytoledo.org.
Celebrities havealso lent their stickers have a purpose. It's The group currently has its
voices, this month including the national symbol for the hands in such projects which
Ricky Martin, Elton John and Human Rights Campaign, include keeping school safe
Idina Menzel.
which is the country's larg- and helping troubled youths.
Compiled by Malt Liana
Pulse Editor

VISION
From Page 8
Throughout the week,
Vision will hold discussion
groups and offer some informative activities for people
in the LGBT community,
and people seeking a better
understanding of Vision.
Students are invited to
participate in all activities
including Drag Bingo, a
session of bingo that will
be hosted by people in
drag outfits.
Vision will also be co-host-

EQUALITY
From Page 8
But I realize I am one of the
fortunate ones. There are gays
who have it a lot worse than
me. It breaks my heart when I
hear of people who have been
killed or ended their own
lives because of homosexuality. According to an article
published by the IIufHngton
Post by John Shore, there are
more than 34,000 suicides a
year in the United States, 30
percent of them being teenagers who are gay, lesbian or
transgendered.
For those still fighting
the battle in the closet, I've
learned that being out is such
a better life to live. It's hard
now, for sure, but taking that

ing an event with HUE
Choice, which eventually
called the Monster Ball on became Vision, was started
Oct. 31. The ball will feature in Bowling Green by a small
free music and activities like group of lesbians and gay
a costume contest.
men. Before 1999, LGBT
"Everything we do is on groups like Choice met in
campus." Koob said, "We secret locations including
make sure everything is easily members' basements or
accessible for all students."
churches in the community.
Although Vision has only
"People used to have to call
been on campus since 1999, the police dispatch and ask
it evolved from a number of where the meetings were
I.GBTgroups in BowlingGreen going to be held," Gordon said.
that began in the late 1970s. "We've come a long way and
One of the original Bowling have made quite a few steps
Green LGBT groups formed since then."
was called Choice, said lohn
Members of Vision meet
Gordon. Vision president.
every Tuesday night at 9 p.m.

brave, giant leap could result
in a lifetime of happiness. The
one cliche saying I kept telling
myself still holds true: "Those
who mind don't matter, and
those who matter don't mind."
Being gay has given me
thick skin. I'm a lot more confident now than when 1 would
skip my high school Spanish
class because the soccer players in the back would refer to
me as a derogatory term.
A quick confessional text
message sent to friends was all
it took, saying it was probably
not a shock and 1 hope it didn't
change anything Of course it
didn't. It may have been awkward for them to receive, but
there's no way they felt any
more awkward than I did for
the first 20 years of my life.

Friday. Octofcw 15.2010 9

In response to Paladino, I
must say I have tried both living in the closet, as well as
telling people I am gay. And
it's the honest truth that 1 have
never been happier than I am
right now.
If teaching children to lie
to every single person they've
ever loved rather than being
honest about who they are
is more the route you think
the country should be on, you
deserve no position of power.
Instead, let's encourage the
children of today to express
themselves however they
wish, that way, when they're
older, they'll be more open
minded to equality than
today's adults.

mind because she knows
you are straight. I mean, do
you check out every guy that
walks by you? I think you can
answer that question yourself. And just like the men, not
all straight giris act like this
toward lesbians.
Another act of homophobia we see here in the United
States is between the LGBT
community and various religious groups. Many religious
groups feel that homosexuality is completely wrong and
there is no room for justification or acceptance.
I beg to differ. Not everyone
is religious, and furthermore,
who gets to decide whether
or not something is good or
bad for everyone? The choices that people make in their
lives, I believe, are completely
the individual's decision.
Homosexuals and their
allies do not go around
bashing religious groups for
believing and doing what
they do, so why do these religious groups feel they have
the right to do this to those
different from them?
On a related side note to

in 1071 lanna I l.il I. according
to the Vision website. For the
remainder of the year, Vision
plans to host a monthly event
in order to raise awareness
about the LGBT community.
Members of Vision hope
Coming Out Week will
encourage students and people in BowlingGreen to "come
out in a safe environment."
"Above everything else, we
want people to know that we
areopenandaccepting," Koob
said. "We're willing and able
to help people work through
their problems in a safe and
open environment."

being called a "fag," "dyke" or
some even worse names that
can't be printed in the paper.
And on top of that, imagine
going throughout your daily life
knowing that people are scared
of you or think you are disgusting just because you are attracted to the same sex. And those
are just a few things that gay
people have to deal with at one
point or another in their life.
The irony of the whole situation is gay people are the
same as straight people. We
are all people and other than
being attracted to the same
sex. how are we different as
people? We aren't.
Gay people are not "heterophobic" and there are many
more straight people that are
not homophobic than straight
people who are. Many straight
men and women are allies
and supporters of gay right-.
equality and friends and family members who are gay. This
is absolutely wonderful and I
commend all straight people
who love their gays, because the
gays love you too.
In honor of Coming Out
Week, let's all come together
and support one another and
make everyone feel like they
are normal, even though they
may be different from you.

the homophobic religious
groups, shouting, "You are
going to hell!", "God hates
gay people!", and the ever so
thoughtful, "You are disgusting!" is not very Christian is
it? Not all religions act in this
manner, but the ones that do
are unnecessarily intense
and should take a step back
and ask themselves if they
are ministering or making
themselves look uneducated.
If you haven't had this
thought go through your
mind yet, I will clue you in
on what's going through
mine. Doesn't this whole
idea of homophobia, and the
examples I have provided,
seem crazy?
How can a person justify
having feelings of hatred or
fear towards another group
of people just because they
don't like the opposite sex?
It makes absolutely no sense
in my mind, and shows that
those who are homophobic
are rather uneducated.
If you are a straight person reading this that may be
homophobic or have something against gay people, put
yourself in the shoes of a gay
person right now. Imagine
what it would be like to possibly go through high school

Time." the only other weal; track 6 "Marry

MARS

You" It is one of the lew times when? Mars'
cominess does not come off charming
Mars doesn't do anything all that extraordi-

From Page 8

nary on this record, but he doesn't need to
He does what he does extremely well

seductive but comes off sounding like a
creepy R KeHy clone

"Doo-WopsS Hooligans is a very solid

Missteps on Bnjno Mars debut album are

debut from a future mega-star who will
be dominating Billboard charts for years

few and fat between Aside from "Our F*st

to come

D00W0PS: Bruno Mars finally gives his solo debut, and delivers.

THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:
GENIE AND FRIEND NEWLY SINGLE Both mus.c artist
Christina Aguilera and actress Courtney Cox have been separated
from their husbands for a number of months Aguilera and her husband, producer Jordan Bratman filed for divorce Thursday citing
irreconcilable differences'" after being separated for months. Cox has
been filming "Scream 4" with husband David Arquette over the summer and their separation announcement given this week comes after
11 years of marriage. Both couples have one child each.
JOLIE THROWN IN THE PIT Popular actress Angelina Jolie was
denied permission by Bosnian authorities to film her directorial debut
film in the country after complaints came from a women war victims
group Jolie was looking to film in Sarajevo and the central town Zenica
for the film that was planned to be a love story between a Muslim victim
and her rapist. The rape theme caused outrage from the victims' group,
and Bakira Hasecic, the head of the Women Victims of War Association
said. "We will not allow anyone to falsify our pain"
SPIELBERG PLUG PULLED Plans for the videogame Project
LMNO." an anticipated work from the popular film director Steven
Spielberg, have been axed. The game has been in the works for a
number of years and a rep for the game said he didn't know exactly
what made it "fall apart." The game was an action-adenture play featuring a secret agent and a female alien. The rep also said. There was
just a lot of politics."
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Martin makes BG
debut as Falcons host
Tom Stubbs Relays
By Matt Nya
Reporter

State Penguins. With recent
success in these relays, the
Falcons will have high expecIt's the beginning of a new tations heading into this
era for the Falcon swim- event, winning four of the
ming team.
eleven relays a year ago.
In 2008, the Falcons won
Today Petra Martin will
make her debut as ihe new five of the nine races in the
head swimming coach Tom Stubbs Relays and finwhen she leads BG into the ished in the top three of the
Tom Stubbs Relays at the other four relays.
University's Cooper Pool.
These relays are named
Martin is BG's first new after the Falcon Hall of
Fame coach, Tom Stubbs.
head coach in eight years.
The relays start at 5 p.m. He coached both men
and include relays such as and women's swimming
backstroke, butterfly, 4x100 from 1963-1981.
Stubbs had most of his
individual medley, 200 and
300 medley, as well as the success coaching the wom200m freestyle.
en's team as he led them
The Falcons will host the to a 29-5 record, three
Akron Zips, Oakland Golden state championships and a
Grizzlies and Youngstown Mid-American Conference

PREVIEW
From Page 6
and while the postseason
would still be in reach, a trip
to the MAC Championship
game in Detroit would be
unlikely for a program that
was picked to win it in the
preseason polls.
While both coaches are
in similar mindsets. Golden
has the luxury of opening up
internal competition while
Clawson doesn't have the
man power to do so.
"From a numbers standpoint, those are empty
threats; we're playing the

VOLLEY
From Page 6

I

The team is only hitting
.201, but has racked up
1,120 kills, led by sophomore Rachel laquaniello.
Iaquaniello has recorded
4.08 kills per set this season for a team-high 343
kills. Maumee native
Paige Roback is second on
the team with 200 kills in
84 sets.
As a team, Eastern
Michigan ranks second in

RACE
From Page 6
rest of the senior class.
"It will be our last chance to
compete at home, and I think
we're all physically and mentally prepared to have a great
race," Kelsey said.
There will be a total of 21
different teams at this meet,
but Paulson thinks the seniors
will be ready to finish on a
high note.
"I expect that they will
have just that much more
motivation this weekend,"
she said. "We have won
the past two Falcon Invite
meets, so we want to keep
that streak going and have
our goals set on the team

I

Petra
Martin
Introduced as the
new swim coach
Sept. 50
championship. He was then
inducted into the Hall of
Fame in 2007.
This team brings back
a lot of talent and experience, with three members
owning school records
and several swimmers
taking part in setting
team relay records over
the past two seasons.
The loss of Meg Richardson
will be difficult, however, as
she owns three individual
records and was a part of five
different relay records.

guys we have," Clawson with 277 yards and a pair of
said. "There's not a lot of touchdowns.
internal competition in our
According to Clawson,
program right now...this Schilz was around "80-to-85
year the guys that are play- percent" against Ohio.
ing are they guys we're playWhile Schilz is close to a full
ing with."
recovery, Temple is hoping
One of the guys who did to get running back Bernard
win the job via internal com- Pierce back at full strength.
petition, starting quarterback Pierce — who ran for a team
Matt Schilz, will be making record 1,361 yards and 16
his second straight start after touchdowns as a freshman
missing two games with a — only carried the ball three
shoulder injury.
times against Northern Illinois
Against Ohio, Schilz strug- after struggling with an injury
gled in the first half but found he suffered against then No. 20
arhythmwithgo-to-guywide ranked Penn State.
receiver Kamar lorden in the
BG leads the all-time
second half, ending the game series 7-3.

the MAC in both kills (13.88)
and assists (12.96). The
Falcons will have to play
their best at the net to stop
the Eagles' offensive attack.
BG has been on a small
slide lately, losing its last
four games and five of
Its last six, but the young
squad has improved In
almost every facet of the
game this season.
The Falcons' biggest
problem has been closing
out sets when holding a late
lead, and they have been

title this weekend.
"We expect Malone, Kent
and Ashland to provide
strong competition in the
team race."
BG has had the last two
weeks to prepare for this meet
after racing in the All-Ohio
Championship at the beginning of the month.
"The team has trained all
year long to be at their best
both physically and mentally,"
Paulson said. "The past two
weeks were no different. I
have been very pleased with
the work the team has put
in day to day, and now is the
time of year to make that hard
work pay off."
The Falcon Invite begins
Saturday at 10:45 a.m.
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TAKE A FRIGHTENING RIPE ON THE

1 In-flight announcement nos.
2 Flashy 1940s outfits
3 Not easy on the eyes
4 Capybara or cavy
5 Some former tadpoles
6 UAL western hub
7 Fish malady
8 Cause of a duel, maybe
9 On deck
10 Food eaten with
tongs and a fork
11 Sporty '80s Pontiac
12 Cant stop eating
13 Notes aren't written 34 One end of Ontario's
Wellana Canal
during them
15 Temp
35 Praise
19 "I feel for you"
37 Rink statistic
40 Military band
22 Nocturnal fish
members
24 "Pie _": Mass motet
25 Line outside a
41 Call to the attic
42 Swear words
nightclub
26 Day follower,
43 A buzzer may end It
in "Taps"
44 Flea market booth
49 River past Logrorto
30 Feature of
some bluffs
50 Notable Volstead
Act enforcer
31 Praised
32 Take by surprise
52 Will party
53 Source of emergency
funds

unable to carry momentum
from set to set.
When reaching five sets,
though, the Falcons are
2-1 this year. Their only
five-set defeat came in a
close loss to Pittsburgh
in Its Blue and Gold
Invitational tournament.
After this weekend's
slate of matches, the team
will travel to Cleveland
on Tuesday to take on
Cleveland State, and then
return home to host rival
Toledo next Friday.

ACROSS
1 Clear skies
7 Adequately suited to
14 Stop browsing
15Curlir>g-upsite
16 Shared with
17 Too much
18 Vision blurrers. at times
19 Nikon F, e.g., briefly
20 Death is part of it
21 Common California map word
22 Item for the Windsor
knot-challenged?
23 Woods set
24 Monopoly phrase
27 Clinker in a Glas
28 Richard of "A Summer Place"
29 Winter vacation destination
33 Calmed
35 Censor
36 Men-on-basegp?
37 Cell projection insulated by a
myelm sheath

38 Nickname of 1950s
Reds slugger Ted
39 Watches
42 Caucasus native
45 Cruise itinerary listing
46 Indoor rowing machine,
briefly, in rowers' jargon
47 Take the cuffs oft?
48 Boss's domain, perhaps
49 Enchanting, but not
in a big way?
51 Fragrant Cloud and
Crimson Glory
53 Roaring
54 Place to see a pilot light?
55 Disarming events?
56 Blood reservoirs
57 Island vacation rentals
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IS STR1

IQHT YEARS

PISF)N€LLO'S£
203N.Moin ?«
"T™ 352-5166
Sb.50 minimum

SKABOUT
SPECIALS!
ee our coupon menu at
I
n...
pisanellos.com
L

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fn. • Sal - Sun.

med Ads

419-372-6977
The BG New* wfl] not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination agiJMt any
Individual or group on the bails of race,
sex color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, tunu
u a veteran, or on the bull of any other
legally protected stilus.
The BG News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such u those found IO be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or
false In nature .MI advertisements are
subject to editing and approval.

Service! Offered
! lor ALL
condition! Including
strata, tmoklnj, PM8 ...
Or. Lore Wolph. Board Certified
Call 419-3534304.
Tailgate at Campus Quarters
Open 11 a Sat S Sun for football!
Power Hour before OSU gameel
Sunday ticket, Sunday Liquor!

55
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

(BARTENDING! up to $300/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

Earn $1000-$3200/mo,
to drive our cars with ads.
Initial fee required.
www.AdCarDriver.com

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
now hiring bartenders, must be 21
Apply in person at 1414 Wooster

Topless exotic dancers wanted,
must be 18, Call after 6pm,
no exp Call 419-332-2279.

Local Perrysburg Business
Preferred Insurance seeks PT
maintenance/handyman help.
10 hra/wk, flex hours. S8/hr.
Send resume to:
pinjobs@hotmail com

Perryiburg family aeeka mature
babysitter to care for 7 4 11yr old
on occasional basis, some overnights req. $10/hr Send resume
pinjobs 4t hotmall.com

Perrysburg Insurance Agency
eeeks FT Sales Rep. Salary
Benefits & commieslon.win train
but proven sales record a must
Send resume to:
pin|obs® hotmell.com

For Rent
1 BR apt. 854 Bth St, $400 /mo +
alec w/ $400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354
1, 2 4 4BR avail. 300 E Merry St.
rooms low as $199/mo,
see CartyRentals.com
All next to campus,
419-353-0325,9-9
Large 1BR, near campus,
$500/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5682
Nice quiet rcom,l rjik fr campus,
female pret. Share bath & kltch.
$175/mo + utlla. 419-252-0128.
Updated,iBR's, great location!
Laundry on-slte. $395/mo.
Call 419-354-6036

$20 ON YOUR 1ST DONATION

VEBi
GET MORE
What better reward than the satisfaction
of knowing you've made a difference in
someone's life?
Here at BioLife Plasma Services
members of our community proudly make
a difference in people's lives every day. We
invite you to join our life-saving program and
schedule a plasma donation today.

. ..0 HAVE NOT DONATED IN SIX OR
ORE MONTHS. SCHE
IRST DONATION BY
ND BECOME ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A
'"S ON YOUR SECOND AND THIRD

_ FOR NEW DONORS ONLY OR BIOLIFE
DONORS WHO HAVE NOT DONATED
IN SIX OR MORE MONTHS.
Bung this coupon with you to your 2nd
plasma donation and receive $30.
Re<tenmohle only upon completion of a
hill donation. Coupon connot oe
my other oftor ant i must
be pn>sentc-<j to
nscwv* bonus. Second 1
donation mu I
' id within 30

For a limited time, new donors can

up to $220 the first'month!
BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

MMHIiW
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
8PM- 11PM
$7
Take I-75 South to Exit 161, turn left at overpass,
look for us on your left side before Reineke Ford.
419-721-1175
www.nworrp.org/haunted

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT!

^5

Visit wvVw.biolifeplasma.com for more
information and to schedule your donation.
i

Lm

419.425.8680

FOR NEW DONORS ONLY OR BIOLIFE
DONORS WHO HAVE NOT DONATED
IN SIX OR MORE MONTHS.
Brn IE; this coupon with you to your 3rd
i donai ion and receive $50.
impietion of u

■

donatn

